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Figure 2 - A Top-Level Hardware Diagram for the Data~Driven Mum-Processor Pipelined 
Model 
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Figure 3 — Software Structure for the Preferred Embodiment for the Data-Driven Mqlti 
Processor Pipelined Mode! 
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SYSTEM FOR BYPASSING A SERVER TO 
ACHIEVE HIGHER THROUGHPUT BETWEEN 
DATA NETWORK AND DATA STORAGE SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to computer net 
works, client/server based computing, and data storage (or 
storage network). More particularly, this invention relates to 
netWork management, performance enhancement and reli 
ability improvement for netWork data access through serv 
ers. 

[0003] 2. Prior Art 

[0004] The folloWing de?nitions Will be useful in discuss 
ing the prior art in this ?eld, and hoW the present invention 
overcomes the limitations of the prior art: 

[0005] “Server”: a computer system that controls 
data access and data ?oW. 

[0006] “Server-oriented”: Refers to data that requires 
signi?cant computation or processing, that usually is 
carried out by a server CPU. The examples are 
netWork user login processes going through autho 
riZation, authentication and accounting 

[0007] “Storage-oriented”: Simple storage access 
such as disk read and/or Write is considered storage 
oriented. Most operations are data fetching and 
transport Without the involvement of CPU. OPEG 
and MPEG ?le transport are examples of storage 
oriented data. 

[0008] In the current server-based Internet infrastructure, 
for an end user to access data from a remote Website, the 
folloWing sequence of events Will occur: First, the request 
packets from the user host have to travel to the remote 
netWork access point via the Wide area netWork, through the 
netWork gateWay at the remote Web system, and then (after 
authoriZation) to a server in the Web system. Second, the 
server sends a command to the storage device for the data, 
the requested data travels from the device back to the server, 
and traverses the reverse path back to the user host. In this 
end-to-end set-up, the server is situated betWeen the data 
sources and the user and is often the limiting element of the 
entire data access operation. Such a con?guration has caused 
servers to become a major bottleneck betWeen the clients (or 
netWork end users) and their requested data. Both data and 
control traf?c must pass through the servers: the request and 
control traf?c must travel to the servers and then to the 
storage devices. The requested data must then return to the 
server before they are forWarded through the netWork to the 
clients. 

[0009] Most netWork systems are constructed With this 
architecture, With server clustering and load-balanced server 
farms being the tWo most common variations. The main 
advantages of current systems are their ?exibility and secu 
rity, since they alloW the servers to control all the traf?c 
?oWs. HoWever, this architecture also comes With a number 
of disadvantages: server system bus contention (in many 
cases, a PCI bus), server OS inef?ciency (speci?cally 
including unreliable and costly interrupt handling), and 
multiple data copying. Each of these causes different prob 
lems. 
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[0010] Server system bus contention causes tWo problems 
for netWorks. Since each peripheral component must con 
tend for the bus usage Without any guarantee of bandWidth 
latency and time of usage, the user data throughput varies, 
and the latency for data transfer cannot be bounded. 

[0011] The server OS inefficiency puts a heavy toil on the 
netWork throughput. In particular, an interrupt causes tWo 
context sWitching operations on a server. Context sWitching 
is an OS process in Which the operating system suspends its 
current activity, saves the information required to resume the 
activity later and shifts to execute a neW process. Once the 
neW process is completed or suspended, a second context 
sWitching occurs during Which the OS recovers its previous 
state and resumes processing. Each context sWitch repre 
sents an undesirable loss of effective CPU utiliZation for the 
task and netWork throughput. For example, a server handles 
thousands of requests and data sWitches at high speed. 
Further, heavy loading and extensive context-sWitching can 
cause a server to crash. A small loss of data can cause TCP 

to retransmit, and retransmissions Will cause more interrupts 
Which in turn may cause more OS crashes. The OS interrupt 
induced stability problem is very acute in a Web hosting 
system Where millions of hits can be received Within a short 
period of time. 

[0012] Multiple data copying is a problem (also knoWn as 
“double copy”) for normal server operations. According to 
the current architecture, data received from the storage (or 
netWork) have to be copied to the host memory before they 
are forWarded to the netWork (or storage). Depending on the 
design of the storage/network interface and the OS, data 
could be copied more than tWo times betWeen their reception 
and departure at the server, despite the fact that the server 
CPU does not perform many meaningful functions other 
than verifying data integrity. Multiple data-copying problem 
represents a very Wasteful usage of the CPU resources. 
When this is coupled With the OS inef?ciency, it also 
represents a signi?cant degradation of QoS (Quality of 
Service) for the data transfer. 
[0013] The current solutions to the above-mentioned prob 
lems have involved tWo different approaches: improving the 
netWork performance and improving the storage perfor 
mance. 

[0014] From the storage approach, SAN (Storage Area 
NetWork) and NAS (NetWork Attached Storage) represent 
large current efforts. Another solution is to replace the server 
bus With a serial I/O architecture (the In?niBand architec 
ture, Which is under development). 
[0015] An NAS is a storage device With an added thin 
netWork layer so the storage can be connected to a netWork 
directly. It bypasses servers, so server bottlenecks may be 
non-existent for NAS systems. (We do not consider a 
storage-dedicated server as NAS.) The major disadvantages 
are the lack of the ?exibility that servers have, (and the 
overhead associated With the netWork layer(s) (if it is too 
thick)). An NAS can be used in secured environments like 
an internal LAN or SAN. Authorization, account, and 
authentication and ?reWall are unlikely to be per 
formed by an NAS, since an overly complicated function 
may not be implemented due to the cost. Furthermore, it is 
not easy to upgrade softWare or protocols under the limited 
design of interfaces for NAS. 

[0016] SAN is an architecture for storage systems With the 
advantages of ?exibility and scalability. While NAS is 
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limited due to its thin network interface, SAN de?nes an 
environment dedicated to storage Without Worrying about 
security or other heterogeneous design concerns. Essen 
tially, storage devices in SAN can be vieWed as a special 
kind of NAS, e.g. hard disks With Fibre Channel interfaces. 
Servers (Which are more versatile) are still needed to con 
nect the storage devices to the netWork. Therefore, the server 
bottleneck is still present. Furthermore, access control and 
other server functions are not speci?ed in SAN systems, so 
other components must be added for full functionality. 

[0017] From the netWork approach, tWo techniques have 
been devised: Web SWitching and Intelligent NetWork Inter 
face. Among the goals of Web sWitching is load balancing 
servers in a Web hosting system. While Web sWitching has 
many platforms, the basic approach is to capture the IP 
packets and use the information they contain in the layers 4 
through 7 to sWitch the traffic to the most suitable servers, 
thus keeping the servers With balanced load. This approach 
does not address the problems of multiple data copying and 
server system bus contention. The server OS inef?ciency 
problem is only indirectly addressed. 

[0018] In the Intelligent NetWork Interface approach, 
functionalities are added to the NIC (NetWork Interface 
Card) that reduce server interrupts by batch processing. This 
approach does not address the Server system bus contention 
problem directly, and as a result, the latency of data transfer 
is still unbounded and data transfer throughput is still not 
guaranteed. In addition, this approach only reduces sWitch 
ing overhead but does not address the multiple data-copying 
problem. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] Objects of the invention include the folloWing: 

[0020] 1. To increase the netWork and storage access 
performance and throughput. 

[0021] 2. To reduce traf?c delay and loss betWeen 
netWork(s) and storage due to server congestion or to 
bound the latency for real-time streamings (QoS 
improvement). 

[0022] 3. To increase server and netWork system, 
availability, reliability and reduce server system fail 
ures by reducing the traf?c going through the server 
bus, OS and CPU. 

[0023] 4. To maintain the ?exibility of a server-based 
system (vs. a netWork attached storage or NAS). 

[0024] 5. To be scalable and reduce the total system 
cost. 

[0025] In sum, the invention aims to provide highest levels 
of server-based Reliability, Availability and Scalability 
(RAS) for a netWork system and highest levels of QoS for 
the end users. 

[0026] These and other objects of the invention are 
achieved in the folloWing solution strategies: 

[0027] 1. Throughput improvement by the data 
driven multi-processor pipelined model. 

[0028] 2. File system consistency betWeen the bypass 
board and the host. 
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[0029] 3. HTTP synchroniZation betWeen the bypass 
board and the host. 

[0030] 4. Caching on the bypass board. 

[0031] 5. Storage-based TCP retransmission on the 
bypass board. 

[0032] In a netWorked system, an apparatus is introduced 
that causes the majority of data to bypass the server(s). This 
design improves the end-to-end performance of netWork 
access by achieving higher throughput betWeen the netWork 
and storage system, improving reliability of the system, yet 
retaining the security, ?exibility, and services that a server 
based system provides. The apparatus that provides this 
improvement logically consists of a netWork interface, 
server computer interface, and storage interface. It also has 
a sWitching element and a high-layer protocol decoding and 
control unit. Incoming traf?c (either from the netWork or 
storage system) is decoded and compared against a routing 
table. If there is a matching entry, it Will be routed, according 
to the information, to the netWork, the storage interface, or 
sent to the server for further processing (default). The 
routing table entries are set up by the server based on the 
nature of the applications When an application or user 
request initially comes in. Subsequently, barring any 
changes or errors, there Will be no data eXchange betWeen 
the server and the device (although, a control message may 
still ?oW betWeen them). There may also be a speed match 
ing function betWeen the netWork and storage, load balanc 
ing functions for servers, and How control for priority and 
QoS purposes. Because the majority of data traf?c Will 
bypass the bus and the operating system (OS) of the serv 
er(s), the reliability and throughput can be signi?cantly 
improved. Therefore, for a given capacity of a server, much 
more data traf?c can be handled, thus making the system 
more scalable. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0033] FIG. 1 is a top-level logical diagram for the 
data-driven multi-processor pipelined model. 

[0034] FIG. 2 is a top-level hardWare diagram for the 
data-driven multi-processor pipelined model. 

[0035] FIG. 3 describes the softWare structure for the 
preferred embodiment for the data-driven multi-processor 
pipelined model. 

[0036] FIG. 4 describes the data queues and processes in 
the preferred embodiment of the data-driven multi-processor 
pipelined model. 

[0037] FIG. 5 describes the traf?c detour to host for 
Method 2 for ?le system consistency betWeen the bypass 
board and the host. 

[0038] FIG. 6 describes the buffer cache relation With the 
?le system and FS device driver. 

[0039] 
stack. 

[0040] FIG. 8 is top-level diagram for the relation 
betWeen the device and server and storage. 

[0041] FIG. 9 is general function blocks inside the device 
With three logical interfaces, namely netWork, server and 
storage. 

FIG. 7 is the diagram of the TCP retransmission 
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[0042] FIG. 10 gives an example of major detailed func 
tions performed to achieve claimed improvements. 

[0043] FIGS. 11 and 12 are How charts for data How from 
network to storage or vice-versa. 

[0044] FIG. 13 is a depiction of information decoded in 
various layers of protocols. 

[0045] FIG. 14 shoWs an example of the Expanded Rout 
ing Table (ERT) With assumed contents. 

[0046] FIG. 15 is an example of pipelining process to 
maximiZe the performance. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0047] The preferred embodiment of the invention is illus 
trated in FIGS. 1-15, and described in the text that folloWs. 
Although the invention has been most speci?cally illustrated 
With particular preferred embodiments, it should be under 
stood that the invention concerns the principles by Which 
such embodiments may be constructed and operated, and is 
by no means limited to the speci?c con?gurations shoWn. 

[0048] In one embodiment, a three-Way netWork server 
bypass device has tWo main function blocks (100 and 101) 
as shoWn in FIG. 8. Based-on decoded high layer protocol 
information, the control unit, CU (100) decides to sWitch the 
data to the server or to the storage through sWitching element 
(SE, 101). The device may be physically inside the server 
housing, but may also be supplied as an external unit. 

[0049] The present invention improves performance and 
reliability of netWork data access With the ?exibility of a 
server-based system. It avoids multiple data-copying in a 
server system, Where all the traf?c in one direction has to be 
copied at least tWice (and to interrupt the server system at 
least tWice) along the data path from the netWork to the 
storage or the other Way around. The invention lets the 
majority of traf?c bypass the server system bus, operating 
system (OS) and CPU or any other involvement With the 
server. It can also support quality of service (QoS) like 
prioritiZed traf?c streams for real-time applications With 
video and audio, With bounded delay. Lastly, in a multiple 
server system, it can provide load balancing and How control 
combining With the CPU/bus/OS bypassing to optimiZe the 
overall system performance and improve fault-tolerance. 

[0050] The above-mentioned improvements are achieved 
by decoding high-layer protocol(s) in real-time and using the 
information to direct the traf?c ?oW betWeen netWork inter 
faces, storage system (or SAN), and server(s), Depending on 
the nature of the application (in part or in Whole), the traf?c 
can be categoriZed as server-oriented, Which Will be sent to 
sender system, or storage-oriented (data retrieving), Which 
Will be transferred betWeen the netWork and storage directly 
Without the servers (CPU, OS and Bus) involvement. As 
Internet and Web applications become more prevalent, the 
resulting ever increasing traf?c Will tend to be storage 
oriented. The invention dynamically identi?es such traf?c as 
storage-oriented and alloWs such traf?c to bypass server 
(bus, OS and CPU). 

[0051] The example application presented describes a 
single packet or a stream of packets With a particular purpose 
(e. g. user request for a Web page Therefore, such a request 
reply pair session may consist of several sub-applications. 
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For instance, a user-initiated request may have to go through 
log-in and authoriZation processes that should be handled by 
server(s). This is a server-oriented process. But after a 
request is authoriZed, the transfer of data from the storage to 
the user can bypass the server and be sent directly to the user 
through the netWork interface; it is storage-oriented. Fur 
thermore, the log-in and authoriZation can be a different type 
of application from the main session. For example, a request 
may not be real-time time in nature, While the data transfer 
could be an isochronous video or audio stream like the case 
of “video-on-demand.” 

[0052] Simpli?ed examples of application categoriZing 
include: 

[0053] 1. AuthoriZed real-time data transfer betWeen 
a netWork interface and a storage interface. 

[0054] 2. AuthoriZed non-real-time data transfer 
betWeen a netWork interface and a storage interface. 

[0055] 3. Server-oriented traf?c. For example, a neW 
request to access a Web page or user log-in from the 
netWork or storage system control betWeen the server 
and storage system. 

[0056] 4. All other traf?c defaults to the server (e.g., 
local traf?c betWeen server and storage). 

[0057] Traf?c types (1) and (2) Will be routed to respective 
netWork or storage interfaces (eg from storage to netWork 
or vice-versa.) While (3) and (4) Will be sent to server(s). The 
decoding process is to look into necessary protocol (layers) 
and to categoriZe incoming traf?c (from Where and for 
What). Then, the decoded header information (IP address, 
port ID, sequence number, etc.) is used as an index to the 
routing table for a match. A matched entry means the direct 
connection betWeen netWork and storage has been “autho 
riZed.” 

[0058] Exemplary decoded header information is shoWn 
in FIG. 13. For example, the HTTP header is in the payload 
of TCP, Which in turn is in the IP packet. The decoding 
process is to look into the HTTP headers for the nature of 
data (GET, POST, DELETE, etc, and maybe application 
payload length.) 
[0059] The data content then is divided into segments of 
integral multiples of a ?xed base, a process that We call 
“base-multiple segmentation” (BMS) technology. For 
example, a base of y bytes, say 2 Kbytes, is chosen, and all 
data streams or ?les are segmented into chunks of integral 
multiples of 2 Kbytes, like 2, 4, or 8 Kbytes (padding it for 
the last chunk if it is not an exact integral multiple of 2 
Kbytes), With an upper limit of, say, 40 Kbytes (20 times y). 
The maximum siZe is chosen based-on the requirement of 
isochronous real-time traf?c and the sWitching speed, such 
that it Will still meet the tightest real-time needs While the 
sWitching element serves the largest segments. The advan 
tages of BMS are that it is easier to pipeline multiple data 
streams or ?les yet still has the ?exibility of variable 
segment siZe, Which reduces overhead (in setup and headers) 
and improves performance of the device. The BMS tech 
nique described above can be used to advantage not only 
With the apparatus of the preferred embodiment, but in 
general data sWitching applications as Well. 

[0060] Once the nature of the traf?c is determined, by 
consulting the Expanded Routing Table (ERT) (With more 
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information than a regular routing table), as shown in FIG. 
14, a proper switching path can be selected to forward the 
traf?c with proper QoS measurement. For instance, higher 
priority traf?c can be given more bandwidth and/or lower 
delay. The forwarded traf?c to the network will then be 
processed with the proper protocol format conversion for 
transmission with all the necessary error checking and/or 
correction. 

[0061] A synchroniZation scheme is employed to interlock 
the decoding and switching processes. Multiple incoming 
data streams are queued for decoding and parsing (eg at 
application layer with HTTP) to decided which path to 
forward the data. Synchronization is necessary between 
different phases of a request-reply session. For example, a 
reply to a request from a network user must be forwarded to 
the user after the authoriZation (or log-in) process. While the 
server is running the authoriZation process, the storage data 
fetching can be handled concurrently to speed up the pro 
cess. By the time a request is granted, the data may be ready 
or getting ready for transmission; otherwise, if it is denied, 
the transmission is aborted. These concurrently pipelined 
processes are illustrated in FIG. 15. 

[0062] The invention uses a high-layer or cross-layered 
(cross protocol layers) switching architecture, because the 
traf?c pattern is signi?cantly in?uenced by the upper layer 
applications while the transport unit or packet format is 
mostly determined by the low layer protocols. For instance, 
web applications determine the siZe and nature of the 
transfer (e.g. text-only, still pictures and/or video clips) in 
the headers of application layer. Low layer protocols decide 
the siZe(s) of the packets at various network or system 
segments and the way to handle them (e.g. ?xed siZe packet 
vs. variable siZe, packet siZe, delay tolerance and How 
control methods such as window-based ?ow control). By 
using upper layer information to help direct the low layer 
storage data transport, the bene?ts can be signi?cant. For 
example, for streaming applications, data transport is 
streamed instead of switched packet-by-packet, thus achiev 
ing higher throughput). 
[0063] In networking, end-to-end user experience depends 
on the network bandwidth (transport), server response time 
and storage access time. Among these factors, server con 
gestion and the associated cost to handle the ever-growing 
network traf?c are the major concerns and uncertainties for 
delivering QoS. By doing real-time high layer protocol 
decoding and parsing, and switching the majority of traf?c 
to bypass the server with delay bound, the overall system 
performance and QoS can be improved greatly. 

[0064] Functional Description of Main Components: 

[0065] Switching Element: 
[0066] The switching element provides a data path for 
three-way switching (although it can have more than three 
physical connections) to and from the network, storage and 
server function units (CPU), through their respective inter 
faces with bounded delay. The switching element may be a 
fully-connected crossbar, memory-based switching, shared 
medium or other switching construct. The switching element 
has the capability of switching data traf?c between any two 
(or more) of the interconnected interfaces. It is controlled by 
the control unit (CU) through a routing table that is set by 
server and on-board control based-on user request informa 
tion. 
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[0067] Decoding and Control Unit (CU): 

[0068] Decoding: 
[0069] Based-on the targeted protocol layer(s), the decod 
ing block(s) will look into parts of the packet payload to 
parse higher layer header and/or content information to be 
used in making routing decisions in real-time. The informa 
tion will be compared with a routing table entry for a 
potential match. The purpose of using higher protocol layer 
information is to direct and optimiZe the traf?c ?ow 
(throughput, utiliZation, delay, losses, etc.) for performance 
and reliability improvement. In FIG. 10, only an HTTP/html 
application is given as an example. Other applications like 
ftp and RTSP/RTP can also be implemented. 

[0070] Control: 

[0071] Based on the decoded information and the routing 
table content, a control signal is sent to the switching 
element The SE will set up a circuitry moving the data 
or packet(s) to the proper outgoing interface(s) through the 
switching element. Data or packets can be moved either 
individually and/or in batch (streaming), depending on the 
relations among them. It also controls routing table update, 
format conversions (which format to use) and other house 
keeping tasks. 

[0072] Scheduler and Flow Control: 

[0073] While multiple concurrent streams waiting to be 
routed, the scheduler decides the order of execution based 
on the priority and QoS information in the routing table. 
Some ?ow control mechanisms can also be exercised for the 
network interface and/or storage interface for further 
improvement of performance. 

[0074] Router: 

[0075] The router keeps a routing table, switching status 
and history and certain statistics, and controls the path 
traversed by the packets. The content in the routing table is 
provided by the server, based on storage controller (or SAN 
interface), and/or decoded packet information. 

[0076] The switching and routing elements may be of a 
predetermined latency, and the routing table may include 
routing information (which port to route), the priority, delay, 
sensitivity and nature of the applications, and other contents 
for QoS measurement. 

[0077] Buffering, Format Conversion and Medium Inter 
faces: 

[0078] Buffering: 
[0079] Basically, there are two kinds of buffers in the 
device. One is to buffer two asynchroniZed parts between the 
network, storage and server interfaces. The other serves as 
a waiting space for decoding higher layer protocols. In other 
words, the latter is to synchroniZe the decoding process and 
the switching process. The decoding time is pre-determined 
by design, so that the buffer siZe requirement can be calcu 
lated. A common pool of memory may be shared to save 
memory. This requires buffer management to dynamically 
allocate the memory for all pending threads/sessions. 

[0080] Format Conversions: 

[0081] There are several formats with respect to different 
interfaces and layers of protocols. These decodings and 
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conversions have to be done in the device and involve 
multiple protocol layers. Examples of decoding and format 
conversions are HTTP, RTSP, ftp, IP/TCP/UDP, Ethernet, 
SCSI, Fibre Channel, and/or PCI interfaces. 

[0082] Medium Interfaces: 

[0083] In this description, there are three types of logical 
medium interfaces: the netWork, storage and server(s). In 
actual implementation, various physical interfaces are pos 
sible, e.g., multiple netWork interfaces or storage interfaces 
or multiple servers. Buffers are used to synchroniZe trans 
mission betWeen interfaces. An example of implementation 
may be Ethernet, ATM or SONET for netWork interface, 
SCSI, Fibre Channel, PCI, In?niBand, or other system I/O 
technology. 
[0084] There may also be a speed matching function 
betWeen the netWork and storage, load balancing functions 
for servers, and How control for priority and QoS purposes. 
Such speed matching function may be effectuated through 
buffering. Such load balancing may be executed betWeen or 
among any homogeneous interfaces in the device, and is 
effected based on message exchange comprising feedback 
information from the targeted device or other means Well 
knoWn in the art. 

[0085] Description/Example: 
[0086] FIG. 10 describes an implementation With Ethernet 
interface (310) for networking, PCI (340) for server and 
SCSI (350) for storage. 

[0087] Storage to Network Traf?c Bypass: 

[0088] An incoming user/client request is received from 
Ethernet interface (310) and decoded at different layers from 
the Ethernet format (311) and IP/TCP (312) format. Then 
HTTP header is parsed against the Expanded Routing Table 
residing in the Router (313, 314 and 315). If a match is 
found, the subsequent data (until the end of the HTTP 
payload; perhaps an html ?le) Will be forWarded per the 
router; otherWise, the HTTP payload Will be sent to the 
server for further processing (the default route). A routing 
table match indicates an established (authoriZed) connec 
tion. For example, if the data is sent to storage, it may be an 
authoriZed WRITE to the storage. The data routed to the 
server can either be an initial request for access or server 

oriented traf?c. The server may process the request With a 
log-in (if applicable) using an authentication, authoriZation, 
and accounting process. The softWare on the server 
Will communicate With the device for all necessary setup 
(e.g. routing table and ?le system for the storage) through 
the Router Control (316) and Scheduler (in 315) and then 
pass the control to the device and notify the storage to start 
a response to that request With a given ?le ID (or name) for 
the ?le system through the control path. The ?le system then 
can issue commands to SCSI Interface (350) to fetch the 
data. When the response data in html format comes back 
from storage, it Will be correlated to an established connec 
tion in the ERT (315) for proper path (314). Then an HTTP 
header Will be added (322). TCP/IP protocol conversion is 
carried out on the device (321 and 320). Finally. the data Will 
be packed in Ethernet packets and sent out through the 
Ethernet Interface (310). The transfer from the storage to the 
netWork through the device for this connection Will continue 
until it is completed or the device is noti?ed by the server or 
storage to stop sending under certain events (eg error or 
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user jumping to another Web page). A pool of memory is 
used to dynamically control the traf?c and buffer asynchro 
nous ?oWs. Control Unit (300) coordinates all the activities. 
FIG. 12 shoWs the How chart of the data ?oW. 

[0089] Higher layer traf?c information (eg HTTP or even 
html) is used to optimiZe the performance. For instance, a 
single initial Web access request from the netWork is for 
Warded to the server. Once the server decides the access is 
legitimate, it sets up both the CU and storage control (or 
through the CU). Subsequent traffic (responses) Will bypass 
the server and be directly forWarded to the netWork interface 
for further transfer. But a neW request from a user Will be 
directed to server for processing. This may include the case 
of accessing a neW Web page or area or from different 

applications (WindoWs). Also, based on the nature of traf?c 
(html vs. real-time video clip for example), differentiated 
services can be provided. Further, streaming based on the 
content can improve even non-real-time applications. 

[0090] The default traf?c path is through the server(s). For 
cases like initial user login, storage access error, or inter 
rupted Web page access, the server(s) Would take over the 
control. Signaling is used to communicate betWeen the 
server and the device. For the majority of data transfer, 
hoWever, the server(s) is not in the data path so bus con 
tention, OS involvement (interrupt) and CPU loading are 
signi?cantly reduced. The traf?c reduction through the 
server is very signi?cant While the ?exibility of having 
server(s) handling unusual cases is maintained in the design, 
as contrasted With the NAS approach. 

[0091] NetWork to Storage Traf?c Bypass: 

[0092] The device is bidirectional. To Write to storage, 
once granted access, the server sets up the router (315) 
mechanism and the subsequent incoming traf?c from net 
Work for the same session Will bypass the server through the 
decoding processes ((310, 311, 312, and 313). The decoded 
high layer information is parsed against the routing table (in 
315). Proper connection to either server or storage can then 
be established by the SWitching Element (303). If it is 
through the server, the data Will go through the server bus 
and the OS for proper processing. OtherWise, a direct 
connection Will be set up to route data (say, html ?les) to 
storage through the ?le system (to handle ?le format), 
drivers (to handle storage controller interface, e. g. SCSI) and 
storage controller. The traf?c through server and through SE 
is synchroniZed by the Scheduler (31b) and Memory Pool 
(301) before it is sent to SCSI Interface (350). This process 
is shoWn in FIG. 11. 

[0093] In both of the traf?c directions, the storage and the 
netWork interfaces Will carry out the proper protocol and 
format conversions With necessary buffering as shoWn in 
FIGS. 11 and 12. 

[0094] Other Features: 

[0095] Because the decoding time and sWitching time can 
be pre-determined, the delay for a packet going through the 
device is bounded. Further, for the same reason, the potential 
loss of packets can be reduced. Apriority mechanism can be 
implemented to support different QoS requirements in the 
Router and Scheduler (315 and 300). In the case of multiple 
servers and/or storage and netWork devices, a load balancing 
and How control mechanism can be applied based-on appli 
cation tasks. 
















